Agent-based models (ABMs) represent a novel approach to study and simulate complex mechano-chemo-biological responses at the cellular level. Such models have been used to simulate a variety of emergent responses in the vasculature, including angiogenesis and vasculogenesis. Although not used previously to study large vessel adaptations, we submit that ABMs will prove equally useful in such studies when combined with well-established continuum models to form multi-scale models of tissue-level phenomena. In order to couple agent-based and continuum models, however, there is a need to ensure that each model faithfully represents the best data available at the relevant scale and that there is consistency between models under baseline conditions. Toward this end, we describe the development and verification of an ABM of endothelial and smooth muscle cell responses to mechanical stimuli in a large artery. A refined rule-set is proposed based on a broad literature search, a new scoring system for assigning confidence in the rules, and a parameter sensitivity study. To illustrate the utility of these new methods for rule selection, as well as the consistency achieved with continuum-level models, we simulate the behavior of a mouse aorta during homeostasis and in response to both transient and sustained increases in pressure. The simulated responses depend on the altered cellular production of seven key mitogenic, synthetic, and proteolytic biomolecules, which in turn control the turnover of intramural cells and extracellular matrix. These events are responsible for gross changes in vessel wall morphology. This new ABM is shown to be appropriately stable under homeostatic conditions, insensitive to transient elevations in blood pressure, and responsive to increased intramural wall stress in hypertension.
pharmacologic treatment). In such cases, continuum mechanical analyses are essential for relating global loads (blood pressure and flow) to local metrics such as stress and strain; constrained mixture models (CMMs) of growth and remodeling allow one to prescribe lumped-parameter models of local cell-mediated production and turnover based on altered stresses and strains; agent-based models (ABMs) address discrete cell level activity and production of diverse molecules; molecular level models of both the mechanics (e.g., molecular dynamic models) and the reaction kinetics (e.g., intracellular signaling models) permit mechanistic considerations. Although models at each scale should be developed in ways that are most natural, we must also begin to anticipate how such models will need to be linked in multi-scale computations to ensure consistency and communication across scales.
In this paper, we present the development, refinement, and verification of a novel ABM at the cell level to facilitate linking with a CMM of vascular adaptation at the tissue level. This work is motivated by observations that the vascular wall often maintains a mechanical homeostasis through short-term changes in vascular tone and long-term changes in extracellular matrix microstructure and cell phenotype. For example, many arterial adaptations occur
IntroductIon
Vascular development, homeostasis, adaptation, disease progression, and responses to injury or surgical intervention are governed, in large part, by underlying mechanobiological processes. All three primary cell types within the normal vascular wall (endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells [SMCs] , and fibroblasts) and often invading monocytes/macrophages are extremely sensitive to changes in mechanical stimuli, including changes in blood flow, pressure, and axial extension (Humphrey, 2008) . As more and more is learned about the complex mechanisms at molecular and cellular levels and their manifestations at the tissue level, it is becoming increasingly evident that computational modeling will need to play a greater role in integrating these vast knowledge bases, thereby deepening our understanding of both the vascular biology and the pathophysiology. Toward this end, multi-scale models hold great promise, as they allow details at different spatial and temporal scales to be modeled in the most natural way and then to be linked together in computationally efficient ways. For example, consider a natural progression of mathematical modeling of arterial adaptations from the tissue level (e.g., clinical presentation and possible surgical treatment) to the molecular level (e.g., underlying mechanism and possible Toward a multi-scale computational model of arterial adaptation in hypertension: verification of a multi-cell agent-based model largely via changes in vasoactivity, proliferation, and apoptosis of SMCs, as well as production or degradation of collagens and other extracellular matrix components (Zeller and Skalak, 1998; Humphrey and Rajagopal, 2002; Dajnowiec and Langille, 2007) . Since the mid-1990s, there has been considerable attention directed toward developing continuum-based (tissue level) models of large vessel adaptation. Whereas some models have focused on consequences of cell activity (Taber, 1998; Rachev et al., 2000; Tsamis et al., 2009) , others have focused on the means by which these consequences are realized (Humphrey and Rajagopal, 2002) . For example, by employing lumped-parameter constitutive relations for mass production and removal in evolving mechanical states, CMMs of tissue-level growth and remodeling have captured salient aspects of cerebral aneurysm enlargement (Baek et al., 2006) , cerebral vasospasm (Baek et al., 2007) , and adaptations to altered blood pressure and flow ). Such models have also been refined and verified using methods of numerical hypothesis testing and parameter sensitivity studies . Our long-term goal is to couple ABMs with CMMs to enable cell-specific processes involved in cell and matrix turnover to be modeled directly, not simply via lumped-parameter constitutive relations. Toward this end, the present goal is to develop an ABM suitable for coupling with a prior CMM by ensuring appropriate inputs and outputs derived from the most reliable data and a comparable level of model verification.
MaterIals and Methods aBM desIgn
Agent-based models, in which autonomous cells act according to a set of literature-derived rules, are capable of simulating autocrine and paracrine functions with a high level of spatial and temporal resolution. In this work, we build on our general approach to ABM design Thorne et al., 2007) to construct a new model of the mouse aorta (Figure 1 ). This vessel consists of an intimal monolayer of endothelial cells, a 4-6 SMC thick medial layer rich in elastin and collagens I and III, and a thin adventitial layer consisting primarily of fibroblasts and collagen I. We have neglected the adventitia in our initial model, however, because of its thinness and the lack of information on arterial fibroblast mechanobiology. Each endothelial cell or SMC is represented discretely by an agent that interacts with its environment and other agents, performing behaviors such as proliferation, apoptosis, averaged (see example in Table 3 ). Rules receiving composite scores below the overall average were reexamined, re-derived if possible to improve quality, and re-scored. Rules with final scores below the new average for the rule set were deemed less reliable and thus subjected to a parametric study (see below).
ParaMeterIzatIon to ensure hoMeostatIc staBIlIty
Although the primary goal of numerical simulations is to predict emergent behaviors for cases where data do not exist, the models must also recover simpler cases that are well known. For example, cells and matrix turn over continually within healthy arteries, but there is no net change in geometry or properties when the turnover is balanced precisely and occurs under stable mechanical conditions. A computational model must similarly yield such "tissue maintenance" by ensuring that parameter values within relevant rule-sets balance precisely, something that should not be expected a priori when rule-sets and parameter values come from different papers. A parameter refinement study was thus performed using the genetic algorithm functions from MATLAB's (2010) Global Optimization Toolbox to ensure long-term self-equilibrating cell proliferation versus apoptosis and collagen production versus removal under homeostatic conditions. The genetic algorithm used a population of 50 individuals for a maximum of 100 generations. The model was run for 100 simulated days (400 time steps) at healthy baseline levels of wall shear and circumferential stress for the mouse aorta (τ = 8.8 Pa and σ = 100 kPa, respectively; Humphrey, 2002; Greve et al., 2006) . Because of stochasticity in the cell proliferation rules, each parameter set was simulated 100 times while respecting upper and lower bounds that were determined from the margin of error in the experimental literature. The genetic algorithm refined the literature-based parameter values for the different rules to minimize the error function:
where r is the replication number, t the computational time step, N SMC the number of SMCs, M c the accumulated mass of collagen, and K is a weight parameter that scales the collagen error to be of the same order of magnitude as SMC error. The subscript 0 denotes the original homeostatic target value.
sensItIvIty analysIs
Notwithstanding refinements achieved by imposing both our new rule scoring method and the parametric homeostasis check, there is still uncertainty in rule development because of the inherent limitations in the experiments from which the rules are originally gleaned.
To determine whether such uncertainties could influence the overall predictions, we also performed a one-dimensional sensitivity analysis for both homeostatic and hypertensive conditions. Each parameter was increased and decreased by an order of magnitude (i.e., 10-fold) and 100 replications were performed for each parameter variation. The 95% confidence intervals were constructed for each parameter variation and output metric (i.e., SMC number, collagen mass, hoop stress, PDGF and TGF masses). The ABM was designated as sensitive to a parameter if there was a time step beyond which the confidence interval of an output for the varied parameter diverged from the confidence interval of that output for the baseline value matrix production or degradation, and growth factor production according to a literature-derived rule-set. Recalling the goal of eventually coupling this ABM with a prior CMM ), we matched model inputs and outputs with those of the CMM, including vessel geometry, shear stress, and circumferential stress as inputs and collagen mass and SMC number as outputs. Because the ABM assumes an essentially 2-D arterial cross-section 10 μm in thickness, SMC number was normalized and collagen mass converted for comparison with a CMM of an aortic segment of 1 cm in length. A computational time step of 6 h was also selected to match the time step of the CMM . The ABM was built-in NetLogo 4.1 (Wilensky, 1999) and controlled using a MatLab (2010) script for ease of analysis of model outputs.
rule develoPMent
We focused our model on the cellular production of key vasoactive molecules, growth factors, and proteases involved in the mechanobiological control of arterial adaptations to altered blood pressure and flow. These molecules include nitric oxide (NO), endothelin-1 (ET-1), platelet-derived growth factor AB (PDGF-AB), transforming growth factor -beta (TGF-β), and the matrix metalloproteases 1, 2, and 9 (MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-9). The primary structurally significant matrix proteins were assumed to be elastin and fibrillar collagen, the former of which does not turn over significantly in normal adaptations. Initial rules for the production and/or removal of these molecules, as well as their effects on the SMCs, were developed from the literature ( Table 1) .
rule scorIng
We scored the quality of each rule in the ABM using a weighted average of four different metrics. In particular, we expect rules to be more reliable when supported by multiple peer-reviewed articles, when the parameters of interest have been measured directly rather than simply extrapolated or inferred, and when the research was performed on the same cell type of interest under culture conditions most representative of the in vivo environment. Thus, points were awarded to each rule on a scale from 1 to 10 for: (1) a "literature consensus" metric representing the number of published articles that were in agreement, (2) a "physiological methods" metric that considered whether the experimental conditions were similar to the in vivo environment, (3) a "similarity metric" in which points were awarded for research using the same cell type, same organ system, same species, and same physical environmental conditions as the in silico model, and (4) a "data type" metric that accounted for whether the data underpinning the rule were numerical rather than from a textual description and whether parameters were measured directly or simply extrapolated. Table 2 shows how points were awarded for each metric. These four metrics were then averaged to produce a score between 0 and 10 for each rule. An article was determined to be "in agreement" with other articles underpinning a rule if the response to a stimulus of the same order of magnitude occurred in the same direction and was of the same order of magnitude as the response in the original paper. Because such scoring is subjective, rules were scored by two researchers and the results transients to result in an adaptation per se. Rather, we expect adaptations to result from consistent strenuous activities (e.g., exercise) or sustained changes in loading (e.g., hypertension or arterio-venous fistula). Stability of the ABM against transient changes in loading was tested by running the model for 100 simulated days under "healthy" homeostatic conditions (τ = 8.8 Pa and σ = 100 kPa; Greve et al., 2006) with two transient (one time step duration each) 10% increases in pressure imposed at simulated days 2 and 60. For contrast with the response to transient loading, we also simulated the response to of that parameter. Moreover, an increasingly detailed sensitivity analysis was performed for the parameters for which the ABM was sensitive at the 10-fold level. Each of these parameters was increased and decreased by 1.5-, 2-, and 5-fold, again for 100 simulations under homeostatic and hypertensive conditions.
transIent InsensItIvIty
Whereas large arteries are subjected to frequent transient changes in hemodynamic loading (e.g., during standing, momentary exertion, and so forth), we do not expect such MMP-1 reduction of collagen to gelatin 150 pg collagen/pg MMP-1/6 h Welgus et al. (1980 Welgus et al. ( , 1981 MMP-2 reduction of gelatin 410 pg gelatin/pg MMP-2/1 h Xia et al. (1996) , Le et al. (1999) MMP-9 reduction of gelatin 135 pg gelatin/pg MMP-9/1 h Xia et al. (1996) , Murphy et al. (1985) MMP-2 reduction of elastin For remaining MMP-2, 2.64 pg elastin/pg MMP-2/1 h Xia et al. (1996) , Le et al. (1999) , Murphy et al. (1985) MMP-9 reduction of elastin For remaining MMP-9, 0.87 pg elastin/pg MMP-9/1 h Xia et al. (1996) , Le et al. (1999) , Murphy et al. (1985) MMP ranging from 2.63 to 7.75. The 10 rules with confidence scores below the rule-set average of 5.14 were re-derived in an attempt to achieve higher overall confidence. After refinement, the average score increased to 5.49, with scores ranging from 3.10 to 7.75. The difference between the two investigators in average score over the entire rule-set was 0.04, while the difference on average between investigators on an individual rule was 1.52. The scoring breakdown of a representative rule governing PDGF-AB production by SMCs in response to circumferential stress is shown in Table 3 . Final scores for each rule used in the model are in the Supplemental Material and Table S1 . Recall that a screenshot of the model at computational time t = 20 days is in Figure 1 .
Model sensItIvIty
Agent-based model parameters were then individually increased and decreased by an order of magnitude to examine the sensitivity of the model's outputs to each input, and 95% confidence intervals were plotted and used to determine sensitivity. For example, the confidence intervals for all outputs overlapped when the δ parameter in the rule for endothelin-1 production by ECs was varied systematically (Figure 2) . This finding suggests that the model is insensitive to 10-fold and greater variations in this parameter. The model was considered sensitive to a parameter value when the output confidence intervals did not overlap. This analysis uncovered 12 parameters to which the model was sensitive (Table 4) . A more detailed sensitivity analysis of these 12 parameters (varying parameters by as little as 1.5-fold) was then performed to examine the behavior of the model for the hypertensive conditions by prescribing a 30% step increase in pressure at day 2 that persisted for the remainder of the 1000 simulation days.
coMParIson to cMM PredIctIons
Finally, we used a CMM ) that has previously passed numerical hypothesis testing, homeostasis checks, and parameter sensitivity studies, as well as predicted salient features of large artery remodeling ). The CMM was run using the same homeostatic conditions and transient and sustained increases in pressure as the ABM to provide yet another check of the validity of the ABM. Predicted changes in SMC mass by the CMM were normalized as fold changes in mass for comparison to those results from the ABM.
results rule-set confIdence scorIng
After designing the initial ABM consisting of 19 rules and 37 parameters (Table 1) , each rule was then scored individually for confidence. The initial rule-set had an average score of 5.14, with scores 
PhySiologicAl MeThoDS
In vivo, non-linear, residual, anisotropy, heterogeneity accounted for = 10
Ex vivo, pre-conditioned, acute testing, comp. sound = 8
Ex vivo, cultured, pre-conditioned, comp. sound = 6
In vitro, acute testing, environment sound = 4
In vitro, culture = 2
SiMilAriTy
Cell 
where m = −1.45E − 09 and b = 8.0E04 pg. Small changes in the slope parameter m led the model to a different steady state value whereas large changes led to a steady decline in SMC mass (Figure 3) . Sensitivity plots for each parameter can be found in the Supplemental Material.
aBM staBIlIty
To assess homeostatic stability, the ABM was run under baseline conditions for 100 simulated days. Figure 4 shows resulting change in SMC number, collagen mass, and the masses of the growth factors TGF-β and PDGF-AB. The CMM was run under the same conditions and results for collagen mass, change in SMC mass, and circumferential stress were plotted in the same figure for comparison. Under these baseline conditions, the ABM yielded an average variation of less than 1%, which appeared to result from associated rule-sets. Note that the "sensitive parameters" were restricted to a few major categories: growth factor production in response to circumferential stress, proliferation and apoptosis of SMCs in response to growth factors, and production and 
dIscussIon
Prior ABMs in vascular research have been restricted to examining mechanically driven processes involved in microvascular remodeling. Some of these models have accounted for mechanical stimuli of cellular protein expression (Peirce et al., 2004; Bailey et al., 2007 Bailey et al., , 2009 ) and/or the effects of growth factors on angiogenesis (Peirce et al., 2004) , but no ABM had yet coupled mechanosensation with growth factor and protease production to describe structural remodeling of the vascular wall, and no ABM has been combined with mechanical models at higher levels of scale (Peirce et al., 2006; Robertson et al., 2007) . The present work thus represents the first attempt to develop an ABM suitable for linking to a continuum-level model to describe cell-mediated changes in the geometry, composition, and properties of an adapting vascular wall. In order to achieve this goal, however, we needed to introduce a number of model verification steps that have heretofore been absent in agent-based modeling. Whereas a commonly asked question when presenting ABMs is, "How confident are you in the ability of your rules to accurately reflect the biology?," we now must ask further how well the associated biology yields results that are appropriate at the tissue-level in vivo. In particular, whereas many rules for ABMs are of necessity based on cell culture experiments, the cell behavior in culture need not reflect in vivo responses in native tissues. There was a need, therefore, to critically assess the initial rules that one typically builds from the literature.
the stochasticity in the rules for cell proliferation and apoptosis. These changes led to small changes in circumferential stress, which in turn caused changes in growth factor production that returned the simulated vessel to its initial equilibrium state. In response to a transient (one time step) 10% increase in pressure on days 2 and 60 ( Figure 5A ), production of growth factors increased in response to the associated transient increase in circumferential stress ( Figures 5D,E) , but the elevation in these factors was not sustained long enough to initiate SMC proliferation and matrix production. Indeed, the slight changes in these two outputs were indistinguishable from those due to random cell proliferation and apoptosis (Figures 5B,C) . Outputs of SMC number and collagen mass under both stability checks (homeostatic and transient) thus compared favorably to results from the established CMM (Figures 4 and 5) .
hyPertensIon Finally, we simulated the response of the ABM to a sustained 30% increase in pressure ( Figure 6A) , which is consistent with pressure increases seen in a number of experimental surgical models of hypertension (Xu et al., 2001; Hu et al., 2007 Hu et al., , 2008 . This increase in pressure and associated increase in circumferential stress resulted in sharp increases in PDGF-AB and TGF-β (Figures 6B,C) . Increases in these growth factors drove increased SMC proliferation and collagen production, which together thickened the vessel wall and relieved the increased circumferential stress (Figure 6 ). ena, but computational constraints in more complex models may prevent testing as many modules as one would prefer. The method presented here focuses on improving rules prior to instantiation of the conceptual model, potentially reducing the number of alternative modules that would need to be tested. Because an ABM at the cellular scale treats most intracellular protein interactions as a "black box," where the cellular response to an extracellular stimulus is captured by a single mathematical relationship, or rule, these rules and associated parameters often represent multiple in vivo intracellular protein interactions. This one-dimensional sensitivity analysis examines the types of changes in pathways or behaviors that the system can compensate for without compensatory changes in other parameters. For example, SMC_Prolif_Baseline represents the baseline proliferation rate of SMC in the absence of growth factors such as PDGF. Our model had an unstable response to a 10-fold change in this parameter (Table 4) ; this finding is important mathematically because it helps bound the parameter space based on comparisons of simulated results to well accepted vascular responses. Biologically, this finding could also suggest that if a mutation or combination of mutations occurred in the cell cycle control pathway that increased the proliferation rate of SMC by 10-fold without changing the apoptosis rate or the cells' sensitivity to PDGF, the cells would proliferate unchecked, leading to essentially a cancerous phenotype. In contrast, a mutation leading to a lesser increase in the growth rate, for example dividing SMC_Prolif_Baseline by 1.5 (see detailed Toward this end, we first developed a new system for scoring confidence in ABM rules and tested it while building the model above. This system provides a formal means for determining rule quality by gaging overall utility of the input data to the intended ABM. Moreover, this method naturally suggests which rules should be improved before implementation and even suggests starting points for rule refinement when model outputs do not match a validation data set. We found this formalized evaluation process to be extremely useful in building the present ABM for it encouraged us to rethink assumptions and search more deeply in the literature for potentially relevant work. Others have also proposed formalized methods for ensuring the quality of an ABM's rule-set. An proposed using ABMs to represent the state of knowledge in a given field by basing ABM rules on the consensus view of a committee of experts (An, 2006) . This method requires a large amount of buy-in from the scientific community. Our scoring system differs in that it provides a systematic method for evaluating rules even when a consensus does not exist in the literature; we included a measure of literature support, but also evaluated the specific experiments and types of data reported in the archival papers that provide the foundation for a given rule. Hunt proposed the "functional unit representation method," (FURM) which involves building a set of modules, each with slightly different rules, selecting those whose output possesses a progressively more stringent set of functional attributes (Grant et al., 2006; Hunt, 2010) . FURM excels in evaluating mechanistic explanations for observed biological phenom- a key pathway regulating cell proliferation), if not balanced by changes in other pathways, can lead to pathologic proliferation or apoptosis, resulting in a pre-disposition to embryonic lethality, subsequent vascular disease, or perhaps even cancer. Analogous to the unstable sensitivity response described above, expression of VEGF is so tightly regulated that manipulations reducing its expression by 50% or increasing it by 2-to 3-fold are both embryonic lethal (Carmeliet et al., 1996; Ferrara et al., 1996; Miquerol et al., 2000) . Conversely, a response similar to "stable sensitivity" is described by Wagenseil et al. (2005) in the elastin mutant mouse ELN+/−. While the ELN−/− mouse is perinatally lethal (Li et al., 1998a) , the haploinsufficient ELN+/− mouse demonstrates a distinct vascular phenotype (hypertension, decreased compliance, and inward remodeling), yet is able to adapt to the deficiency and has a normal lifespan (Li et al., 1998b; Faury et al., 2003; Wagenseil et al., 2005) . While our present goal was to develop an ABM capable of recapitulating "normal adaptations," the types of sensitivity demonstrated above suggest that the model could also be useful in the future for simulating diseases based on known mutations by perturbing the rules/parameters associated with those key pathways.
Because our intention is for this ABM to be combined with a CMM to enable tissue-level adaptations to be modeled based on molecular and cellular level mechanisms, it is important that the ABM be held to the same standards for computational and biological stability as the CMM. Comparison of results for the two models revealed that, following necessary refinement of the initial ABM sensitivity analysis in Supplemental Material), could potentially be compensated for by other aspects of the ABM. Increased numbers of SMC and associated increases in wall thickness would decrease the circumferential stress sensed by the SMC, which would decrease stress-mediated PDGF production. This decrease in PDGF in the tissue would, in turn, lead to a decrease in PDGF-driven proliferation of SMC. Assuming that the baseline SMC proliferation rate is increased by an amount less than that driven by PDGF at baseline, the vessel could stabilize at a slightly increased wall thickness. Similarly, a decrease in the baseline proliferation of SMC could be compensated up to a point by increased production of PDGF stimulated by increased circumferential stress and the vessel could stabilize with a thinner wall. Beyond a certain level of variation in SMC_Prolif_Baseline, however, stability could only be maintained by compensatory changes/mutations in the baseline apoptosis rate of SMC (SMC_Apoptosis_Chance1, SMC_Apoptosis_Chance2), the sensitivity of SMC to PDGF (SMC_Prolif_Slope), the production of PDGF (PDGF_Baseline, PDGF_Hoopstress_Slope), or a combination of all three. Other parameters involved in cellular proliferation (highlighted in gray in Table 4 ) have similar effects on the overall stability of the vessel.
These sensitivity results suggest something often observed in vivo: small mutations can often be compensated by built-in feedback loops. Valentin and Humphrey thus suggested that vessels are "fault tolerant" structures ). Yet, an accumulation of small mutations (or a single large mutation in Although the absolute changes in SMC number and collagen mass predicted by the ABM are within the range that would be expected based on actual measurements of altered wall thickness due to hypertension, the time-course of the changes predicted by the ABM is longer than that reported in the papers cited above. This difference may be a function of differences between SMC proliferation rates in vivo versus in silico. SMC proliferation in the ABM was governed by the baseline proliferation rate of SMC plus additional proliferation in response to PDGF-AB, with the production of PDGF-AB changing in response to changes in circumferential stress. When scoring these rules for confidence, it was noted that the baseline in vivo proliferation rate of SMC had lower confidence, while changes in the proliferation of SMC in response to PDGF-AB in vitro had been studied more thoroughly. Production of PDGF-AB by SMC in response to stretch achieved a score of 5.5, near the average for the rule-set. The model is sensitive to parameters in all three rules above. Because of the design of the model, changes in these parameters would be expected to synergize with each other, and small changes to these parameters (within the standard deviations reported in the literature) could radically alter the time-course of the predicted remodeling response to circumferential stress.
In contrast, the CMM has predicted a time-course for hypertensive remodeling much closer to that expected from in vivo animal studies reported in the literature ). This result should not be surprising, however; the lumped-parameter rule-set, both models exhibited similar long-term stability under homeostatic conditions and both models were similarly insensitive to pressure transients as desired. Passing such tests provided confidence in using the model to predict adaptations in response to perturbations in loading from homeostatic conditions.
In response to an abrupt and sustained 30% step increase in pressure, the ABM predicted a 26% increase in SMC number at 365 days (i.e., 1 year) and an overall 28% increase at 500 days; collagen mass increased by a comparable percent. Measurements reported in the literature on arterial remodeling in response to hypertension are inconsistent in both the amount and time-course of remodeling, due in part to the use of different species, different experimental manipulations, and a focus on different arteries. For example, Xu et al. (2001) reports a 38% increase in wall thickness at 1 week in the rat aorta in response to a 25% increase in mean arterial pressure. This thickness increase was maintained over at least 4 weeks. Elevated cellular proliferation occurred through 2 weeks, and elevated levels of TGF-β persisted through 1 week. In the rabbit, however, Xu et al. reported no significant change in wall thickness over 8 weeks in response to coarctation induced hypertension, with a final pressure increase of 39% at 8 weeks (Xu et al., 2000) . Hu et al. (2008) showed increased procollagen through 8 weeks and increased SMC proliferation through 4 weeks in a porcine aortic model of hypertension wherein mean arterial pressure increased 29% above normal. Other studies have shown similar results (Owens and Reidy, 1985) . carefully to allow the ABM to be evaluated independently. That is, we isolated the effects of pressure on circumferential stress alone (Laplace's equation), hence ignoring the axial direction. Moreover, we did not allow the step increase in pressure to change the inner radius of the model vessel for we expect a rapid (i.e., less than one time step of 6 h) vasoregulatory response to restore the radius to normal and thereby restore wall shear stress. This ABM was not designed to simulate deformations under the influence of changing hemodynamic loads according to fundamental postulates of mechanics such as linear momentum balance. Having demonstrated the utility of the ABM in this simple illustrative problem, however, reveals that it is ready to be linked to a CMM which is based on the fundamental postulates of mechanics. In this way, there is promise for developing multi-scale models that enable one to satisfy simultaneously the tissue-level mechanics and the cell level biology that are fundamental to arterial adaptations.
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suPPleMentary MaterIal
The Supplementary Material for this article can be found online at http://www.frontiersin.org/computational_physiology_and_medicine/ 10.3389/fphys.2011.00020/abstract constitutive relations used in the CMM were derived from in vivo tissue-level data in the literature. We expect that minimization of differences between outputs common to the two models will result in more realistic parameters in the ABM for PDGF-AB production and the associated SMC proliferative response, thus resulting in an overall model that more closely reflects the rate of structural remodeling reported in the literature.
In conclusion, we developed and verified a novel ABM of structural remodeling of the arterial wall in response to biomechanical forces. The ABM was designed from the outset with inputs and outputs that compare favorably with a previously published CMM to facilitate the future coupling of these two models and thereby to exploit their individual advantages. We showed that the ABM running independently is stable under homeostatic conditions and robust to transient changes in mean arterial pressure. When subjected to an abrupt but sustained 30% increase of pressure, the ABM responded as expected via increased smooth muscle proliferation and collagen production that approximates values reported in the literature. Because of the axisymmetry of the problem, these changes in cell number and collagen mass could then be correlated a priori with changes in wall thickness. Such cell-mediated changes were seen to return the circumferential stress toward its baseline value as would be expected from the literature (Zeller and Skalak, 1998; Humphrey and Rajagopal, 2002; Dajnowiec and Langille, 2007) . We note, however, that this illustrative problem was chosen
